RECIPE4LIVING.COM OFFERS NEW FREE E-COOKBOOKS FOR THE
HOLIDAYS

CHICAGO, December 8, 2011, Jennifer Jensen, Editor – Season’s Greetings! The chefs at
Recipe4Living.com have an exciting new feature – a free holiday e-cookbook! The e-cookbook is full of
pictures and instructions for creating festive meals, treats, and gifts.
Make your holiday meal a superb event with appetizers such as Grand Cheese Stuffed Mushrooms and
Cranberry Appetizer Meatballs, dinner dishes such as Baked Honey Ham and Roasted Free-Range Turkey
with Pear-Chestnut Stuffing, and desserts such as Holiday Cherry Squares and Candy Cane White Fudge.
This doesn’t even include the lists of appetizers, vegetarian entrees, and holiday breakfasts! There is
truly a recipe included for every holiday need.
This e-cookbook is great to print out and give to friends and family, or to simply keep at home for your
own personal cooking needs during the holiday season. It’s tough to coordinate large holiday meals or
come up with innovative recipes for your holiday cookie trade, but with this guide, you’ll have no
shortage of great recipes! You don’t even need to be in the vicinity of your computer to take advantage
of a full repertoire of seasonal favorites. Visit this link for a completely free download, no strings
attached. Once you download and save it, you’re free to use it whenever you’re on the computer!
http://www.recipe4living.com/assets/pdf/cookbooks/Christmas_eCookbook2.pdf
Here is the full list of all the e-cookbooks Recipe4Living has to offer!
http://www.recipe4living.com/articles/free_ecookbooks.htm
Recipe4Living sends out a newsletter to 1.8 million people with recipe collections and articles related to
seasonal content. Its accompanying blog, Chew on That, provides access to current news involving food,
and contains more content straight from the editors. Trendy topics such as restaurant reviews, party
tips, and how-to guides with pictures can be found for every season. Visit Recipe4Living.com and
ChewOnThatBlog.com to see the full selection of recipes and informative articles.
Foodie fans can Follow Recipe4Living on Twitter and ‘Like’ Recipe4Living on Facebook.
For more information, please contact Recipe4Living editor Jennifer Jensen at jenniferj@silvercarrot.com.

About Recipe4Living.com
Recipe4Living is dedicated to fostering an online community interested in cooking, thinking, and living. Through reader
feedback and contribution, we strive to create a meaningful space for people to come together and communicate about
important topics ranging from the best cheesecake recipe to grilling tips to current trends in dieting. Recipe4Living understands
that the best ideas come from a diverse community working together.

